German quality and technology

Eurovent products are manufactured with the
use of the newest technology and involvement
of the best building insulation specialists. They
have joined their over 20-year experience
in design, production and distribution of roof
mermranes and roof accessories in order
to produce and provide you with the best
products available.
That’s why Eurovent brand brings the latest
achievements and innovative solutions in the roof
and building insulation fields. In the production
process of Eurovent products the best raw
materials available on the market are used. Strict
inspection allows to manufacture qualitative,
safe, effective and durable products.
Roofers and investors appreciate Eurovent for
its high quality. By purchasing the Eurovent
products you are choosing healthy atmosphere
in your house and peace for you and your family.

Ridge
Ridge tapes and accessories to enable proper
ventilation of the ridge area and protect against
penetration of snow, rain, moisture and dust.

ridge

ROLL STANDARD
Ridge tape made of profiled aluminum sheet,
technical fabric and self-adhesive butyl tape.
Applied as sealing and ventilating element.
Protects the roof covering against moisture
and dust while ensuring proper ventilation.
Roll size:

240 mm; 310 mm x 5 rm
150 mm - 400 mm* x 5 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004 , brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

4 rolls

Pallet:

144 rolls / 720 rm

ROLL GEO
Ridge tape made of profiled aluminum sheet,
geotextile and self-adhesive butyl tape.
Applied as sealing and ventilating element.
Protects the roof covering against moisture
and dust while ensuring proper ventilation.
Roll size:

240 mm; 310 mm x 5 rm
150 mm - 400 mm* x 5 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004 , brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

4 rolls

Pallet:

144 rolls / 720 rm

ROLL SUPER
Ridge tape made of profiled aluminum sheet,
two-layer nonwoven and self-adhesive butyl tape.
Applied as sealing and ventilating element.
Protects the roof covering against moisture
and dust while ensuring proper ventilation.
Roll size:

240 mm; 310 mm x 5 rm
180 mm - 400 mm* x 5 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004 , brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

4 rolls

Pallet:

144 rolls / 720 rm

* against order
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ROLL METAL
Ridge tape made of partly perforated profiled
aluminum sheet and self-adhesive butyl tape.
Applied as sealing and ventilating element.
Protects the roof covering against moisture
and dust while ensuring proper ventilation.
Roll size:

300 mm x 5 rm
180 mm - 450 mm* x 5 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

4 rolls

Pallet:

144 rolls / 720 rm

ROLL METAL NEW
Ridge tape made of partly perforated profiled
aluminum sheet and self-adhesive butyl tape.
Applied as sealing and ventilating element. Protects the
roof covering against moisture and dust while enlarged
openings ensure proper ventilation.
Roll size:

300 mm x 5 rm
180 mm - 450 mm* x 5 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

4 rolls

Pallet:

144 rolls / 720 rm

GRIP UNI
Ridge tile grip made of aluminum sheet
and coated with weatherproof polyester paint.
Applied for fast and reliable installation of ridge
tiles on the ridge and hip battens. The grip
is mounted with the use of screws.
Type:

470/53

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8017, anthracite 7021

Cardboard:

50 pcs.

Pallet:

200 cardboards / 10 000 pcs.

* against order

ridge

GRIP TONDACH
Ridge tile grip made of aluminum sheet and coated
with weatherproof polyester paint. Applied for fast
and reliable installation of Tondach ridge tiles on
the ridge and hip battens. The grip is mounted
with the use of screws.
Type:

470/85, 470/98

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8017, anthracite 7021

Cardboard:

50 pcs.

Pallet:

200 cardboards / 10 000 pcs.

GRIP CREATON
Ridge tile grip made of aluminum sheet and coated
with weatherproof polyester paint. Applied for fast
and reliable installation of Creaton ridge tile on
the ridge and hip battens. The grip is mounted with
the use of screws.
Type:

470/24

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8017, anthracite 7021

Cardboard:

50 pcs.

Pallet:

200 cardboards / 10 000 pcs.

GRIP RÖBEN
Ridge tile grip made of aluminum sheet and coated
with weatherproof polyester paint. Applied for fast
and reliable installation of Röben ridge tiles on
the ridge and hip battens. The grip is mounted with
the use of screws.
Type:

470/163

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8017, anthracite 7021

Cardboard:

50 pcs.

Pallet:

200 cardboards / 10 000 pcs.
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CANTILEVER G
Ridge batten bracket consisting of steel grip and nail.
The product finds application as mounting element
for ridge tiles on the ridge batten of ventilated
pitched roofs. Made of galvanized steel.

Grip width:

40 mm; 50 mm

Lenght:

180 mm; 210 mm; 230 mm; 260 mm

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

40 cardboards / 4 000 pcs.

CANTILEVER B
Ridge batten bracket consisting of steel grip
and bracket. The product finds application as mounting
element for ridge tiles on the ridge batten of ventilated
pitched roofs. Made of galvanized steel.

Grip width:

40 mm; 50 mm

Lenght:

210 mm

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

32 cardboards / 3 200 pcs.

CANTILEVER L
Regulated bracket for ridge batten consisting
of steel grip and bracket. The product finds
application as mounting element for ridge tiles
on the ridge batten of ventilated pitched roofs.
Made of galvanized steel.
Grip width:

40 mm; 50 mm

Lenght:

180 - 225 mm

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

32 cardboards / 3 200 pcs.

ridge

BITUVENT
Ridge ventilating element manufactured from
plastic. Finds application as sealing and ventilating
element when installing bitumen shingles.
Protects the roof covering against moisture
and dust while ensuring proper ventilation.
Size:

290 mm x 1000 mm

RAL colour:

black 9005

Cardboard:

10 pcs.

Pallet:

10 cardboards / 100 pcs.

AIR FLEX S
Ridge ventilating element made of PVC with
ventilation openings and polymer bristles. Finds
application as sealing and ventilating element.
Protects the roof covering against moisture
and dust while ensuring proper ventilation.
Profile height:

75 mm x 1000 mm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005,
anthracite 7021, chestnut 8015, cherry 3013

Cardboard:

32 pcs.

Pallet:

6 cardboards / 192 pcs.

DECK
Ridge deck manufactured from plastic.
The product finds application as ventilating
and finishing element for ridge roof tiles.
Its special evenly-arranged openings ensure
efficient ventilation of the roof ridge area.
Size:

50 mm x 120 mm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004 , brown 8019,
black 9005

Cardboard:

25 pcs.

Pallet:

400 cardboards / 10 000 pcs.
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Chimney
Chimney flashing products for durable and
effective flashing around chimney, bay
and roof windows as well as joining the roof
and wall.

chmney

FLEX STANDARD
Chimney flashing made of crosswise profiled
aluminum sheet and butyl adhesive. Applied
in roof works, especially in the areas around
chimneys, bay windows and roof windows.
Suitable also for joining surfaces of roof and wall.
Roll size:

300 mm x 5 rm;
50 mm - 450 mm* x 5 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

1 roll

Pallet:

144 rolls / 720 rm

FLEX 3D
Chimney flashing made of aluminum sheet profiled
into a three-dimensional pattern and butyl adhesive.
Applied in roof works, especially in the areas around
chimneys, bay windows and roof windows. Suitable
also for joining surfaces of roof and wall.
Roll size:

300 mm x 5 rm;
50 mm - 450 mm* x 5 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005,
anthracite 7021, chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

1 roll

Pallet:

144 rolls / 720 rm

FLEX STANDARD PB
Chimney flashing made of crosswise profiled
lead tape and butyl adhesive. Applied in roof works,
especially in the areas around chimneys, bay windows
and roof windows. Suitable also for joining surfaces
of roof and wall.
Roll size:

300 mm x 5 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005,
anthracite 7021, chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

1 roll

Pallet:

72 rolls / 360 rm

* against order
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FLEX FLAT PB
Chimney flashing made of flat lead tape
and butyl adhesive. Applied in roof works,
especially in the areas around chimneys,
bay windows and roof windows. Suitable
also for joining surfaces of roof and wall.
Roll size:

300 mm x 5 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005,
anthracite 7021, chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

1 roll

Pallet:

60 rolls / 300 rm

FLEXBIT
Roofing tape made of aluminum foil and bitumen
adhesive. Applied for joining and sealing roof
treatments in the areas of chimneys, valleys,
roof windows, firewalls, skylights and ventilating
elements. Suitable for both, flat and pitched roofs.
Roll size:

100 mm; 150 mm; 300 mm x 10 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004 , brown 8019, graphite 9007,
cherry 3004, aluminium 9006

Cardboard:

3 rolls; 2 rolls; 1 roll

Pallet:

96 cardboards

FLEX LINE
Aluminum chimney strip. Finds application
as finishing element in the areas where chimney
flashing is used. The product enables proper sealing
of the critical spots around chimney and ensures
esthetic finishing of the roof works.
Size:

80 mm x 2 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004 , brown 8019, black 9005,
anthracite 7021, chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, cooper – Cu*

Cardboard:

20 pcs.

Pallet:

100 cardboards / 2 000 pcs.

* against order

Clips
Clips for reliable and effective installation
of cement and ceramic roof tiles to ensure
a safe roof for many years.
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CLIP NORD-2
Roof tile clip made of hook-profiled steel wire.
The clip is tipped with rectangular plate
crafted from galvanized steel strip. The product
can be applied with numerous types of ceramic
and cement tiles.
Material:

galvanized steel

Size:

65 mm x 20 mm x 15 mm

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

360 cardboards / 36 000 pcs.

CLIP NORD-3
Roof tile clip made of hook-profiled steel wire.
The clip is tipped with half-round plate crafted
from galvanized steel strip. The product finds
application in numerous types of ceramic
and cement tiles.
Material:

galvanized steel

Size:

65 mm x 20 mm x 15 mm

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

900 cardboards / 90 000 pcs.

CLIP U
Roof tile clip made of galvanized and profiled
steel wire. The product can be applied with all types
of cement tiles and is installed by sticking its sharp
end into the roof structure and fastening its other
end to the edge of the roof tile.
Material:

galvanized steel

Size:

45 mm x 33 mm x 25 mm (mała)
55 mm x 40 mm x 40 mm (duża)

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

960 cardboards / 96 000 pcs.

clips

CLIP J
Roof tile clip made of J-shaped galvanized steel wire.
The product is designed for ceramic tiles. It is installed
by fastening one of its ends to the side-lock of
the roof tile or both, side and top-lock, and its other
end to the batten.
Material:

galvanized steel

Size:

190 mm x 50 mm x 30 mm
200 mm x 40 mm x 30 mm
210 mm x 30 mm x 30 mm

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

120 cardboards / 12 000 pcs.

CLIP J2
Double side-clip made of J-shaped galvanized
steel wire. The product is designed for ceramic tiles.
It is installed by fastening its tips to the side-locks
of two neighbouring roof tiles, the upper
and the lower one.
Material:

galvanized steel

Size:

320 mm x 15 mm x 15 mm
300 mm x 15 mm x 15 mm*

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

120 cardboards / 12 000 pcs.

CLIP DC-6
Universal roof tile clip made of galvanized steel wire.
The product is designed for ceramic tiles.
It is installed by fastening one of its ends
to the side-lock or both, side and top-lock,
and its other end to the batten.
Material:

galvanized steel

Size:

200 mm x 40 mm x 40 mm

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

320 cardboards / 32 000 pcs.

* against order
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CLIP DC-9
Roof tile side-clip made of galvanized steel wire.
The product is designed for concrete and ceramic
tiles. It is installed by sticking its sharp end into
the roof structure and fastening its profiled end
to the side-lock of the roof tile.
Material:

galvanized steel

Size:

75 mm x 65 mm; 65 mm x 48 mm*
85 mm x 85 mm*; 75 mm x 48 mm*

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

320 cardboards / 32 000 pcs.

CLIP BIBER
Roof tile side-clip made of galvanized steel tape.
The product is designed for beaver-tail roof tiles.
It is installed by fastening one of its ends
to the batten and the other end to the side
edge of the roof tile.
Material:

galvanized steel

Size:

40 mm x 80 mm x 50 mm

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

60 cardboards / 6 000 pcs.

CLIP C
Roof tile clip for use with cut roof tiles. Made
of stainless steel bracket and steel wire. It is installed
by fixing the steel bracket to the edge of the tile
and fastening the steel wire to the nail in the roof
structure, mostly in the batten.
Material:

stainless steel

Size:

20 mm x 30 mm x 400 mm

Cardboard:

25 pcs.

Pallet:

630 cardboards / 15 750 pcs.

* against order

Eaves
Ventilation elements for protecting eaves in
pitched roofs and ventilation intakes in facades
against penetration of birds, rodents and leaves.
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COMB
Eaves comb manufactured from high quality
plastic. The product ensures proper ventilation
of the eaves area in the pitched roof while
protecting it against penetration of birds,
rodents, insects and leaves.
Size:

60 mm; 80 mm; 90 mm; 110 mm x 1 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005

Cardboard:

200 szt; 50 szt; 50 pcs.

Pallet:

60 mm: 30 cardboards / 6 000 pcs.
90 mm: 80 cardboards / 4 000 pcs.
110 mm: 21 cardboards / 2 100 pcs.

COMB VENTI
Eaves comb with a ventilating grate. Manufactured
from high quality plastic. The product ensures proper
ventilation of the eaves area in the pitched roof
while protecting it against penetration of birds,
rodents, insects and leaves.
Size:

85 mm x 1 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005

Cardboard:

50 pcs.

Pallet:

20 cardboards / 1 000 pcs.

GRATE VENTI
Ventilating eaves grate. Manufactured from high
quality plastic. The product ensures proper ventilation
of the eaves area in the pitched roof while protecting
it against penetration of birds, rodents, insects
and leaves.
Size:

32 mm x 1 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004 , brown 8019, black 9005

Cardboard:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

10 cardboards / 1 000 pcs.

eaves
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EAVES GRATE
Eaves grate manufactured from high quality plastic.
Applied to protect the eaves area against penetration
of birds, rodents, insects and leaves. The product
is also suitable for use as protecting element
for ventilation intakes in building facades.
Size:

50 mm; 80 mm; 100 mm; 150 mm x 5 rm
BOX - 80 mm; 100 mm x 60 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, cherry 3011, white 9003*

Cardboard:

50 mm – 48 rolls; others – 24 rolls; BOX – 1 roll

Pallet:

50 mm: 30 cardboards / 1440 rolls
80, 100 mm: 30 cardboards / 720 rolls
150 mm: 16 cardboards / 384 rolls; BOX - 54 cardboards

EAVES PLANK
Overgutter plank made of aluminum sheet and coated
with polyester paint. Applied as reinforcement
and protection of the eaves area and its water-drainage
system. The product is wrapped in protective
polyethylene foil removable before application.
Size:

45 mm x 110 mm x 2 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, brown 8017, black 9005,
anthracite 7021, chestnut 8015, cherry 3011

Cardboard:

20 pcs.

Pallet:

40 cardboards / 800 pcs.

* against order

Sealing tapes
Adhesive tapes dedicated to the roofing area
for installing and sealing roof membranes,
vapour barriers and other polymer-based
construction products.

sealing tapes

TOPBAND
Single-sided tape made of polypropylene
nonwoven and acrylic dispersion adhesive.
The product finds application in joining and repairing
roof membranes, wind barriers as well as other
polypropylene-based products.
Size:

50 mm x 25 rm

Application temperature:

> 5°C

Cardboard:

12 rolls

Pallet:

60 cardboards / 720 rolls

TOPBAND FASSADE
Single-sided tape made of polypropylene nonwoven
coated with polyurethane on one side and acrylic
dispersion adhesive on the other. The product finds
application in joining and sealing FASSADE wind barrier
as well as other polypropylene-based products.
Size:

50 mm x 25 rm

Application temperature:

> 5°C

Cardboard:

12 rolls

Pallet:

60 cardboards / 720 rolls

UNO
Single-sided tape made of PE foil reinforced
with polyester fibres and acrylic dispersion adhesive.
The product finds application in joining and repairing
plastic-based roof membranes and foils as well as
fastening them to wood and metal elements.
Size:

50 mm x 25 rm

Application temperature:

> 5°C

Cardboard:

12 rolls

Pallet:

60 cardboards / 720 rolls
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UNO COLD
Single-sided transparent tape made of PE foil reinforced
with polyester fibers and acrylic dispersion adhesive.
The product finds application when joining plastic-based
products with polypropylene and polyethylene materials.
Dedicated for use in cold temperatures.
Size:

50 mm x 25 rm

Application temperature:

- 10°C

Cardboard:

12 rolls

Pallet:

60 cardboards / 720 rolls

DUO
Double-sided tape made of polyester mesh coated
on both sides with a special acrylic dispersion
adhesive. The product finds application in joining
vapour barriers, roof membranes and foils
as well as other plastic-based products.
Size:

20 mm x 25 rm
20 mm x 50 rm

Application temperature:

> 5°C

Cardboard:

12 rolls

Pallet:

90 cardboards / 1080 rolls

BUTYL
Double-sided tape with a separating film made
of silicone paper. A solvent-free product based
on butyl. The tape finds application in joining
and sealing vapour barriers, roof and foundation
foils as well as other plastic-based products.
Size:

15 mm x 25 rm

Application temperature:

> 5°C

Cardboard:

16 rolls

Pallet:

30 cardboards / 480 rolls

sealing tapes

PUR
Single-sided tape made of closed–cell structure
polyethylene foam and coated with acrylic
dispersion adhesive. The product finds application
in sealing the insulations of roof and building
constructions.
Size:

30 mm; 40 mm; 50 mm x 30 rm

Application temperature:

> 5°C

Cardboard:

4 rolls

Pallet:

66 cardboards / 264 rolls

ALUFIX
Single-sided metalized tape made of PE foil coated
with a special acrylic dispersion adhesive.
The product finds application in joining and repairing
aluminum-based vapour barriers. Suitable also
for membranes and foils with metalized surface.
Size:

50 mm x 50 rm;
75 mm x 50 rm

Application temperature:

> 5°C

Cardboard:

36 rolls; 24 rolls

Pallet:

50 mm: 36 cardboards / 1 296 rolls
75 mm: 36 cardboards / 864 rolls

COMPRI
Single-sided expandable tape made of flexible
polyurethane foam soaked with modified acrylic.
The product finds application in sealing voids in roof
and building constructions, especially in the areas
of ridge, valley and roof windows.
Size:

15 mm x 30 mm x 5 rm;
15 mm x 40 mm x 5 rm;
20 mm x 50 mm x 5 rm

Application temperature:

> 5°C

Cardboard:

20 rolls; 20 rolls; 15 rolls
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Valley
A complete system for roof valleys enables
durable flashing of neighbouring roof slopes
and secures proper water drainage.

valley

VALLEY Q
Roof valley made of crosswise profiled aluminium
sheet and coated with polyester paint. The product
finds application in flashing the area between two roof
slopes and ensures proper water drainage within
the roof.
Size:

500 mm x 2 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8017, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, brown 8019*

Cardboard:

10 pcs.

Pallet:

40 cardboards / 400 pcs.

VALLEY L
Roof valley made of longitudinally corrugated
aluminium sheet and coated with polyester paint.
The product finds application in flashing the area
between two roof slopes and ensures proper water
drainage within the roof.
Size:

500 mm x 2 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8017, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, brown 8019*

Cardboard:

10 pcs.

Pallet:

40 cardboards / 400 pcs.

METAL ALU
Flat aluminum sheet coated with polyester paint.
Applied for performing finishing works in flat
and sloping roofs. Product ensures reliable protection
and proper sealing of the critical spots in the roof.

Size:

1000 mm x 2 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8017, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8015, cherry 3011, brown 8019

Thickness:

ca. 0,55 mm; ca. 0,60 mm

Pallet:

300 sheets

* against order
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VALLEY CLIP
Roof valley clip made of aluminum sheet and coated
with polyester paint. The product finds application
as element for fastening the roof valley to the structure
of the roof. Enables precise installation without
additional drilling.
RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
chestnut 8012, cherry 3011

Cardboard:

50 pcs.

Pallet:

200 cardboards / 10 000 pcs.

WEDGE
Valley wedge made of polyurethane foam with
a layer of adhesive on one side. The product
is used for sealing the area between the roof
valley and the slope of the roof. Perfectly adjusts
to the shape of the covering.
Size:

60 mm x 1 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004 , brown 8019, anthracite 7021

Cardboard:

200 pcs.

Pallet:

10 packages / 2 000 pcs.

SEAL 4
Square seal made of polyurethane foam with a layer
of adhesive on one side. The product finds application
in ealing the area between the roof valley and the slope
of the roof. Perfectly adapts to the shape of the covering.

Size:

40 mm x 30 mm x 1 rm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004 , brown 8019, anthracite 7021

Cardboard:

200 pcs.

Pallet:

8 packages / 1 600 pcs.

Ventilation and protection
Products for additional protection of the roof.
Ventilating system for the roof and attic to
improve performance of the covering.
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GUTTER PROTECT
Protective mesh manufactured from high
quality plastic. The product is applied to protect
the gutters, both metal and plastic, against leaves
and other impurities. Its side hooks allow for
a fast and reliable installation.
Size:

175 mm x 600 mm

RAL colour:

black 9005

Cardboard:

5 pcs.

Pallet:

800 package / 4 000 pcs.

ANTIBIRD DUO
Protective element made of polycarbonate
base and flexible steel spikes. The product prevents
birds from sitting and nesting on roofs, facades,
cornices, window panes and other parts
of the buildings.
Size:

60 mm x 335 mm x 110 mm

RAL colour:

aluminium 9006

Wiązka:

15 pcs.

FLEXOS
Flexible air duct made of high quality plastic.
The product is applied as connecting element
between the ventilating chimney and the attic.
Withdraws moisture from usable and non-usable
attics, kitchens and bathroom outside the roof.
Length:

60 cm

Diameter:

110 / 75 mm; 150 / 110 mm

RAL colour:

black 9005

Cardboard:

10 pcs.

Pallet:

36 cardboards / 360 pcs.

ventilation and protection
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VENTOS
Ventilating chimney for use on bitumen shingles
and metal roofing. Made of high quality plastic
and suitable for roof slopes ranging between 5 and 45
degrees. Withdraws moisture from usable
and non-usable attics, kitchens and bathrooms.
Set:

base plate + chimney + screws

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
brown 8017, cherry 3013, green 6020, graphite 7024, chestnut 3009

Type:

METAL N25; METAL W35; METAL X45; METAL F22; METAL G18;
BITU U; BITU O - list of producers page 31 - 32

Cardboard:

1 set

Pallet:

32 sets

VENTOS PLUS
Ventilating chimney for use on cement and ceramic
roof tiles. Made of high quality plastic and suitable
for roof slopes ranging between 5 and 45 degrees.
Withdraws moisture from usable and non-usable
attics, kitchens and bathrooms.
Set:
RAL colour:

base plate + chimney + screws
wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,

Type:
Cardboard:
Pallet:

brown 8017, cherry 3013, graphite 7024, chestnut 3009
GL – high gloss version available*
ES, EX, C, S, R - list of producers page 31
1 set
32 sets

VENTOS UNI EPDM
Universal ventilating chimney made of high quality
plastic. The product is suitable for application
on any roof covering with roof slope ranging
beteen 5 and 45 degrees. Available with insulation
against order.
Set:

base plate with EPDM seal + chimney + screws

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
brown 8017, cherry 3013, green 6020, graphite 7024, chestnut 3009

Cardboard:

1 set

Pallet:

32 sets

* against order
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VENTOS ROTO
Rotary roof vent made of high-quality plastic
and powder-painted galvanized steel. Recommended
for ventilating rooms and spaces with increased humidity.
Suitable for use on roof slopes ranging between
10 and 45 degrees.
Set:

base plate + chimney + screws

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021, brown 8017,
cherry 3013, green 6020, graphite 7024, chestnut 3009

Type:

METAL N25; METAL W35; METAL X45; METAL F22; METAL G18;
BITU U; BITU O; ES; EX; C; S; R - list of producers page 31 - 32

Cardboard:

1 set

Pallet:

32 sets

SATTOS
Antenna adapter for use on all types of roof covering.
Manufactured from high quality plastic and tipped
with a rubber cap. The product is designed for
15-65 mm diameter masts and suitable for use on
roof slopes ranging between 5 and 45 degrees.
Set:

base plate + rubber cap + metal ring + screws

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
brown 8017, cherry 3013, green 6020, graphite 7024, chestnut 3009

Type:

METAL N25; METAL W35; METAL X45; METAL F22; METAL G18;
BITU U; BITU O; ES; EX; C; S; R - list of producers page 31 - 32

Cardboard:

1 set

Pallet:

32 sets

SOLAROS
Solar cable adapter for use with the majority
of roof coverings. The product enables to easily
draw the 10-60 mm diameter cables through
the roof slope. Suitable for use on roof slopes
ranging between 5 and 45 degrees.
Set:

adapter + screw

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
brown 8017, cherry 3013, green 6020, graphite 7024, chestnut 3009

Type:

METAL N25; METAL W35; METAL X45; METAL F22; METAL G18;
BITU U; BITU O; ES; EX; C; S; R - list of producers page 31 - 32

Cardboard:

1 set

Pallet:

32 sets

* against order
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VENTOS FLAT
Flat air vent for use on cement and ceramic roof
tiles, bitumen shingles and metal roofing.
Manufactured from high quality plastic and suitable
for roof slopes ranging between 5 and 45 degrees.
Withdraws moisture from the roof area.
Set:

air vent + screws

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8019, black 9005, anthracite 7021,
brown 8017, cherry 3013, green 6020, graphite 7024

Type:

METAL N25; METAL W35; METAL X45; METAL F22; METAL G18;
BITU U; BITU O; ES; EX; C; S; R - list of producers page 31 - 32

Cardboard:

1 set

Pallet:

32 sets

Plate types – bitumen shingle

BITU O

BITU U

for all types of shingles, installed

for all types of shingles, installed

on the bitumen shingle

under the bitumen shingle

Plate types – roof tiles

ES – Euronit S

EX – Euronit Extra

S – Monier Braas Baltic
IBF Doppel S
Nelskamp S
Prodach Doppel S

R – Monier Braas Roman
Prodach Roman
Benders Mecklenburger

GL - high gloss version available against order

C – Monier Braas Celtic
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Plate types – metal roofing
METAL N25
ARCELOR MITAL - Halny; ARECO SWEDEN - Vivaldi;
ATEST-POL - Biebrza; BALEXMETAL - Spektrum; BIAL-MET - Nora; BLACHCENTRUM Aga; BLACHDOM - Bona, Joker, Bona Long; BLACHDOMPLUS - Bona Plus, Imperia Plus,
Korona Plus; BLACHODACH - Bingo, Bravo, Twist; BLACHOTRAPEZ - Kingas, Kingas Eco,
Diament Eco, Kingas Plus; BLACH-POL - Eska; BLACHPROFIL 2 - Alfa Premium, Alfa Plus,
Euro, Eco; BLACHSTAL - Dakota, King, King Plus; BLACHY PIOTRKOWICZ - Olga, Brylant,
Specjal; BLOK BUD - Natura; BORGA - Elegant; BRATEX - Hestia, Hera, Platino, Platino
Eco; BUDMAT - Sara, Zefir, Polonia; BUDMAX-METAL - Bingo, Magnat, Eco-Max;
DACHPOL - Prima; DACHSTYL - Merkury, Saturn; DEKAPOL - profil A; DISPOL - Stella,
Luna; EUROBLACH - Korra; FINCO STAL - Akcent, Vega, Akord, Takt; FINISH PROFILES Kingstyle, Finishdak; FLORIAN - Florina, Kinga, Kinga Plus; GLINMET - Dona, Dona Eco;
GÓR-HUT- Dana; HANBUD - Vena; INTER-MAX - Norda; KROLL - Kroll Plus; KURPDACH Kurpianka; LIRmLACH - Klaudia; LINDAB - LAPL, LPAN; MATPOL - Jula; MAX-SYSTEM
MIKOŁAJOWICE - Nicol, Eco Nicol; METALMIX - Libra; NOWAX - Atena; PLANNJA Regent, Smart, Regola, Scandic, Rapid; POLONICA - Luna; POLSTAL - Caro, Caro Plus;
PRUSZYŃSKI - Szafir, Rubin Plus; REGAMET - Gloria, Viktoria; ROL-BUD - Kaja; RUUKKI Monterrey TS39, TS34; SOLAN - M35; STAL-HART - Kinga, Bella; TADBUD - Dana;
TRAFFIC - Gold, Silver; TRANSBLACH - Korra, Segment; UNIBLACH - King, Emi, Vera;
VICOR - Vika, Riki; WAT - Major; WISTAL - Dona, Dona Plus; WŁASTAL - Perła, Bursztyn,
Classic; ZARTMET - Diament, Topaz, Nefryt; ZEPART - Xara.

METAL W35
ATEST-POL - Narew; BIAL-MET - Podlasie; BLACHDOM - Perła;
BLACHDOM PLUS - Perła Plus; BLACHODACH - Sonata; BLACHOTRAPEZ Diament Plus; BLACH-POL - Prima; BLACHPROFIL 2 - Omega; BLACHSTAL - Elita;
BLOK-BUD - Aqua; BUDMAT - Aria; DACH-METAL - Rzymska; DEKAPOL - Profil B;
EUROBLACH - Kiara; FINCO-STAL - Tango; FINISH PROFILES - Cesar, Finishdack;
FLORIAN CENTRUM - Europa; GLINMET - Monza; INTERMAX - Westa; KROLL - Mistral,
Syrius; LIRmLACH - Aga; MATPOL - Zuzia; MAX-SYSTEM - Olivia, Eco Olivia;
METALEX MIKOŁAJOWICE - Fińska; NOWAX - Diana; PLANNJA - Royal; POLONIA - Extra;
POLONICA - Elios; POLSTAL - Beta; PRUSZYŃSKI - Kron; REGAMET - Olimpia, Maxima;
STAL-HART - Bella; TRANSBLACH - Kiara; UNIBLACH - Elita; WAT - Fala; WISTAL Monza; WŁASTAL - Topaz; ZARTMET - Opal, Jaspis; ZEPART - Lena, Duna.

METAL X45
BRATEX - Era, Integra; BUDMAT - Wenus; FLORIAN - Flora;
LINDAB - LPAH, Goodlock; RUUKKI - Elite.

METAL F22
BLACHPROFIL 2 - Gamma 25, Gamma 35; BUDMAT - VENEZIA;
PLANNJA - Flex; RUUKKI - Fothersra.

METAL G18
BLACHOTRAPEZ - Germania; GLINMET - Afrodyta; MATPOL Frania; PLANNJA - Royal; PRUSZYŃSKI - Arad; RUUKKI Adamante; TRAFFIC - Platinum 350, Platinum 350 Eco,
Platinum 400, Platinum 400 Eco; WISTAL - Monza.
GL - high gloss version available against order

Snow protection
Snow protection system to prevent
the excessive amounts of snow from sliding
down the roof slope. Fastening elements
for easy installation on any roof covering.
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SNOWSTOPPER
Snow-stopping grate manufactured from
galvanized steel. Applied as snow protection
element on pitched roofs. The product protects
against the large amounts of snow sliding down
the roof slope.
Lenght:

1,2 m; 2,0 m; 3,0 m*

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

FIX UNI
Adapter for snow stopping grate. Manufactured
from galvanized steel and applied as mounting
element for fixing the snow-stopping grate
on the roof. Suitable for use on roof slopes ranging
between 15 and 60 degrees.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

FIX DB-DC
Adapter for snow stopping grate. Manufactured from
galvanized steel and applied as mounting element
for fixing the snow-stopping grate on cement
and ceramic roof tiles. Suitable for use on roof
slopes ranging between 15 and 60 degrees.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

* against order
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FIX BIBER
Adapter for snow stopping grate. Manufactured from
galvanized steel and applied as mounting element
for fixing the snow-stopping grate on pitched roofs.
The product is designed for use with beaver-tail roof
tiles laid in double-lap pattern.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

FIX BIBER LONG
Adapter for snow stopping grate. Manufactured
from galvanized steel and applied as mounting
element for fixing the snow-stopping grate on pitched
roofs. The product is designed for use with beaver-tail
roof tiles.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

FIX METAL
Adapter for snow stopping grate. Manufactured from
galvanized steel and applied as mounting element for
fixing the snow-stopping grate on type 350, 400,
VENEZIA and FINNERA metal roofing. Suitable for use
on roof slopes ranging between 15 and 60 degrees.
Typ:

METAL 350; METAL 400; METAL VENEZIA; METAL FINNERA

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

RAL
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FIX METAL FLAT
Adapter for snow stopping grate. Manufactured
from galvanized steel and applied as mounting
element for fixing the snow-stopping grate
on flat metal roofing. Especially recommended
for standing-seam roof covering.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

CLIP
Clip for snow-stopping grate. The product
is manufactured from galvanized steel
and applied for joining several snow-stopping
grates into a line.

Lenght:

60 mm

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

FIX TUBE UNI
Adapter for snow-stopping pipe. Manufactured
from galvanized steel and applied as universal
mounting element for fixing the snow-stopping pipe
on the roof. Suitable for use on roof slopes ranging
between 15 and 60 degrees.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

snow protection

FIX TUBE DB-DC
Adapter for snow-stopping pipe. Manufactured from
galvanized steel and applied as mounting element
for fixing the snow-stopping pipe on cement
and ceramic roof tiles. Suitable for use on roof slopes
ranging between 15 and 60 degrees.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016,
chestnut 3009, cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

FIX TUBE BIBER
Adapter for snow-stopping pipe. Manufactured
from galvanized steel and applied as mounting
element for fixing the snow-stopping pipe on beaver-tail
roof tiles. Suitable for use on roof slopes ranging
between 15 and 60 degrees.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016,
chestnut 3009, cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

FIX TUBE METAL
Adapter for snow-stopping pipe. Manufactured
from galvanized steel and applied as mounting
element for fixing the snow-stopping pipe on type
350, 400, VENEZIA and FINNERA metal roofing. Suitable
for use on roof slopes ranging between 15 and 60 degrees.
Typ:

METAL 350, METAL 400, METAL VENEZIA, METAL FINNERA

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016,
chestnut 3009, cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

RAL
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FIX TUBE METAL FLAT
Adapter for snow-stopping pipe. Made of galvanized
steel and applied as mounting element for fixing
the snow-stopping pipe on flat metal roofing, especially
standing-seam roof coverings. Available in copper,
aluminum or stainless steel against order.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016,
chestnut 3009, cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

CLIP TUBE
Clip for snow-stopping pipe. Manufactured
from galvanized steel and applied for joining
two snow-stopping pipes into a line. Available
in copper, aluminum and stainless steel
against order.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016,
chestnut 3009, cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

2 pcs.

TUBE
Snow-stopping pipe. Manufactured from galvanized
steel and applied as element protecting against
the large amounts of snow sliding down the roof.
Prevents gutter detachment. Available in copper,
aluminum or stainless steel against order.
Lenght:

2,0 m

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, black
9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

2 pcs.

RAL
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SNOWSTOPPER SET
Snow protection system ready for installation on
the roof. Set includes two FIX adapters, SNOWSTOPPER
grate and CLIPS for systems exceeding 1,2 meters.
Effectively prevents large amounts of snow from sliding
down the roof slope.
Length:

1,2 m; 2,4 m; 3,6 m

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
green 6020, black 9005, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
graphite 7024, cherry 3004

Cardboard:

1 set

UNI

DB-DC

for flat roof coverings such as
for example bitumen shingles

for large sized interlocking
roof tiles requiring less than
10 pcs./ sqm

BIBER

BIBER LONG

for beaver-tail roof tile

for large-size interlocking roof tiles,
fixed to the additional batten

METAL 350, METAL 400,
METAL VENEZIA, METAL FINNERA

METAL FLAT

for 350 and 400 mm as well as
VENEZIA and FINNERA
profiled metal roofing

for standing-seam metal
roofing
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SNOWSTOP
Snow-stopping element manufactured from galvanized steel
and powder-coated with polyester paint. The product splits
large amounts of snow as they slide down the roof and protects
gutters against damage. Available in several types suitable
for different types of roof covering.
Height:

65 mm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8014, anthracite 7016,
chestnut 8015, black 9005

Package:

100 pcs.

Pallet:

30 cardboards / 3 000 pcs.

UNI

DB

DC-1

flat roof covering

Braas; IBF; Euronit;
Jopek – beaver-tail;
Nelskamp; Koramic;
Creaton Viva; Rupp Topas

Tondach Hranice 11;
Creaton MZ23; Koramic 32;
Roben Monza Plus; Ruup
Tarmaute

DC-2

DC-3

DC-4

Tondach Roman 12;
Creaton Harmonia Neu;
Braas / Rupp Sirius 13;
Koramic E80; Jakobi D10;
Roben Fleming; Roben
Bornholm

Tondach French 12;
Tondach Falcovka; Tondach
Marseille 12; Rupp Rubin;
Creaton Domino; Creaton
Ratio Neu; Creaton Piatta;
Braas Amber 12V; Koramic
Alegra 89; Bogen Innovo 12

Tondach French 14;
Tondach Marseille 14

DC-5

DC-6

METAL

Creaton Balance; Tondach
Roman L15 / Creaton
Premion; Creaton Futura;
Creaton Harmonica

Tondach Stodo; Jircanka

metal roof covering

snow protection

BLOCK UNI
Grip for snow-stopping block. Manufactured from
galvanized steel and applied as fastening element
for fixing the wooden snow-stopping block on the roof.
Suitable for use on roof slopes ranging between
15 and 60 degrees.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016,
chestnut 3009, cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

RAL
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Roof safety
Roof safety system for an easy and safe
access to the roof and chimney area.
Variety of adapters enables installation
on any roof covering.

roof safety

PLATFORM
Platform for performing roof maintenance works.
Made of galvanized steel and covered with anti-slip
corrugations to ensure safe foot traffic in the chimney
area. Suitable for use on roof slopes ranging between
15 and 60 degrees.
Lenght:

0,4 m; 0,6 m; 0,8 m; 1,0 m; 1,2 m; 1,5 m;
2,0 m; 3,0 m*

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

2 pcs.

STEP
Step for performing roof maintenance works.
Manufactured from galvanized steel and applied
as element enabling safe foot traffic in the chimney
area. Fastened on the roof with the use
of appropriate SUPPORT adapter.
Size:

140 mm x 256 mm

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

6 pcs.

GRIP
Universal grip manufactured from galvanized steel.
The product finds application as fastening element
for joining the roof platform and the roof step
with the adapter mounted directly on the roof
covering.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

RAL
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SUPPORT UNI
Adapter for step and platform grip. The product
is manufactured from galvanized steel and applied
as fastening element for fixing the step and platform
on the flat roof covering.

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

SUPPORT DB-DC
Adapter for step and platform grip. The product
is manufactured from galvanized steel and applied
as fastening element for fixing the step and platform
on profiled roof coverings made of cement
and ceramic tiles.
RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

SUPPORT DB-DC WEST
One-piece adapter for step and platform grip.
The product is manufactured from galvanized steel
and enables fixing the step and platform grip
on concrete and ceramic roof tiles.

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 702410 pcs.

Package:

roof safety

SUPPORT BIBER
Adapter for step and platform grip. The product
is manufactured from galvanized steel
and applied as fastening element for fixing
the step and platform on beaver-tail roof tiles.

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

SUPPORT BIBER WEST
One-piece adapter for step and platform grip.
The product is manufactured from galvanized
steel and enables fixing the step and platform
grip on beaver-tail roof tiles.

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

SUPPORT METAL
Adapter for step and platform grip. The product
is manufactured from galvanized steel and applied
as fastening element for fixing the step and platform
grip on type 350, 400, 420 and 460 profiled
metal roofing.
Typ:

METAL 350, METAL 400, METAL VENEZIA; METAL FINNERA

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.
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SUPPORT METAL FLAT
Adapter for step and platform grip. The product
is manufactured from galvanized steel and applied
as fastening element for fixing the step and platform
grip on standing-seam flat metal roofing.

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

SUPPORT WALL
Adapter for step and platform grip. The product
is manufactured from galvanized steel and applied
as fastening element for fixing the step and platform
grip directly to the wall or chimney.

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.

LINK
Roof platform link. The product is manufactured
from galvanized steel and applied as fastening
element for joining two roof platforms into a line.
The set contains mounting screws.

Lenght:

180 mm

RAL colour:

galvanized steel, wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019,
black 9005, green 6020, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009,
cherry 3004, graphite 7024

Package:

10 pcs.
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PLATFORM SET
Roof platform set ready for installation on the roof.
Set includes two SUPPORT adapters, two GRIP adapters
and one PLATFORM. Manufactured from galvanized
steel, the elements ensure safe foot traffic on roof
slopes ranging between 15 and 60 degrees.
Lenght:

0,4 m; 0,8 m

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019 *,
black 9005, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009 *,
cherry 3004*

Cardboard:

1 set

UNI

DB-DC WEST SHORT

for flat roof coverings such as
for example bitumen shingles

for interlocking roof tiles requiring
over 10 pcs. / sqm and beaver-tail
roof tiles laid in double-lap pattern

DB-DC WEST LONG

METAL 350

for large sized interlocking
roof tiles requiring less than
10 pcs./ sqm

for 350 mm profiled
metal roofing

METAL 400

METAL FLAT

for 400 mm profiled
metal roofing

for standing-seam metal
roofing

* against order
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STEP SET
Roof step set ready for installation on the roof. Set includes
one SUPPORT adapter and one STEP. Manufactured from
galvanized steel, the elements ensure safe foot traffic on roof
slopes ranging between 15 and 60 degrees. Step features
anti-slip corrugations and hand grip.
Size:

140 x 256 mm

RAL colour:

wall red 8004, brown 8017, brown 8019 *,
black 9005, anthracite 7016, chestnut 3009 *,
cherry 3004*

Cardboard:

2 komplety

UNI

DB-DC WEST SHORT

for flat roof coverings such as
for example bitumen shingles

for interlocking roof tiles requiring
over 10 pcs. / sqm and beaver-tail
roof tiles laid in double-lap pattern

DB-DC WEST LONG

METAL 350

for large sized interlocking
roof tiles requiring less than
10 pcs./ sqm

for 350 mm profiled
metal roofing

METAL 400

METAL FLAT

for 400 mm profiled
metal roofing

for standing-seam metal
roofing

* against order
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VISTA
Roof exit made of impregnated pine wood. The roof
hatch features a double 15 mm pane mounted
on aluminum profile. Dedicated for application in cold
roofs and attics with slopes ranging from 15 to 60 degrees.

Material:

pine wood, aluminum, glass

Size:

45 cm x 55 cm; 45 cm x 73 cm

Type of pane:

double pane

RAL colour:

grey 7043

Pallet:

9 pcs.

50 RAL colours

RAL COLOURS
Ridge, chimney, eaves & valley
wall red

black

aluminium

cherry

cherry

chestnut

8004

9005

9006

3011

3013

8015

brown

brown

anthracite

cherry

lead

white

8017

8019

7021

3004

9007

9003

Roof ventilation system
wall red

black

cherry

brown

brown

anthracite

8004

9005

3013

8017

8019

7021

graphite

green

chestnut

7024

6020

3009

Roof safety & snow protection
wall red

black

brown

green

anthracite

chestnut

8004

9005

8017

6020

7016

3009

cherry

graphite

3004

7024

The information herein is provided in good faith and based on our best knowledge, research
and experience. The information is not a commercial offer in the meaning of law.
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